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THE ALARM-CLOC-K

AGE
This is the alarm-cloc- k

age. All over the country,
every working clay morn-
ing, millions upon millions
of men, women and chil-

dren will arise in response
to the dingling bell before
their natural rest is com-
pleted. Sleep is, like healthy
abused when possessed, the
most valued thing on earth
when lost. The curtail-
ment of nature's demand for
rest collects its penalty in
strained nerves, tempers on
edge and care-line- d faces.
The unhappiness it causes
no man has ever "been able
to compute, and in this
whole nation of able men
there is none clever enough
to devise a scheme by which
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people may sleep until they
awaken naturally, refreshed, rosy
tempered and better fitted for the
pleasure of their daily toil.
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The Chinese Woman Understood

A woman missionary m China
was taking tea with a mandarin's
eight wives. The Chinese ladies
examined her clothing, her hair,
her teeth and so on, but her feet
especially amazed them.

fWhy!" cried one, "you can
Hwalk and run as well as a man!"

"Yes, to be sure," said the mis-
sionary. -

"Can you ride a horse and swim
.too?"

1 "Yes."
"Then you must be as strong as

a man."
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"And you wouldn't let a man

beat you not even- - if he was
your husband would J'ou?"

"Indeed I wouldn't' the mis-

sionary said. ,
The mandarin's eight wives

looked at one ,another, nodding
their heads. Then the eldest said
softly :

"Now I understand why the
foreign devil never has more.,than
one wife. He is afraid. iient-si- n
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The Lesser Evil.
Marks Why dp you allow

your wife to run up such big bills?
Parks Because I'd sooner

have trouble with my creditors
than with her that's why
Boston Evening
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Transcript.


